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tory and would leave as hostages his wife, his mistress
Viru Bai, his mother Yesu Bai and his half-brother Madan
Singh.1 On his part Sahu promised complete cessation of
hostilities and the maintenance of order in the Deccan.
When Bahadur Shah finally emerged triumphant over his
brother A'zam Shah in the battle of Jajau, he on the advice of
his Chief Minister Khan-i-Khanan Mun'im Khan, appointed
Chin Qilich Khan as the Subedar of the Province of Oudh
and Faujdar of Lucknow, and conferred on him the title of
Khan-i-Dauran Bahadur. Chin Qilich Khan took charge of
the administration of the Province of Oudh on the 9th Decem-
ber,, 1707. Mir 'Abdu'l-Jalil, a savant of Oudh, composed a
chronogram of this event in the words "Khan-i-Dauran
Bahadur"=1119 A. H.2 He remained there for a few months.
When Bahadur Shah returned from the Deccan after his
successful campaign against Kam Bakhsh, Chin Qjlich Khan
repaired to the Court. He felt disgusted at the absolute power
assumed by his rival Zulfiqar Khan in the affairs of the State,
and resigned from the Subadari of Oudh and renounced the
title bestowed by the new Emperor. He made up his mind to
retire from active life altogether and to assume the garb of a
Faqlr. But his talents were so great that surely this could not
have been the end of his career.3
After the death of his father Firuz Jang, at the end of 1710,
Chin Qilich Khan felt still more dejected. During his retire-
ment from the world he had been on intimate terms with
Prince eAzimu'sh-Shan, son of Bahadur Shah, who used to
come to see him frequently and promised him that, if ever he
became Emperor, he would make him his Prime Minister, It
seems that the Prince had marked him out as a man whose
personality and influence could very wrell be used against
Zulfiqar Khan, whose overweening authority he regarded
with intense dislike.
The period of history under review corresponds with the
supremacy acquired by Zulfiqar Khan in the counsels of the
State. He owed his rise to the generosity of Mun'im Khan,
who had obtained for him the pardon and favour of the
Emperor. Mun'im Khan had taken pains to persuade his
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